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This study involved the use of a thermogravimetric analyzer (TG) interfaced with a 
fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and a mass spectrometer (MS) to determine 
the evolution of hydrogen chloride from coal during combustion as a function of the chlorine 
content and mesh size of the coal. It was determined that combined TG-FTIR and TG-MS 
systems offer the user an efficient means to investigate the mechanism of hydrogen chloride 
evolution from coal combustion. From the HC1 evolution profiles, it was determined that a 
good correlation exists between the chlorine content in the coal and the total amount of HC1 
evolved. From the HC1 evolution profiles, three HC1 peak maxima were determined. The 
first two peaks corresponded to HC1 evolution from chloride ions associated with the 
hydrated coal matrix. The third HC1 evolution peak corresponded to the presence of 
inorganic chlorides in the coal. It was also determined that the first HC1 evolution peak was 
related to the particle size of the coal, in that this peak shifted to a lower temperature for 
smaller mesh sizes. 
IX 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The presence of chlorine in coal is a concern for end users of coal. This concern, if 
the chlorine in coals causes corrosion, has tremendous impact on the marketability of the coal. 
The extent of boiler corrosion due to chlorine may not be directly related to the amount of 
chlorine in the coal. However, it may be related to how the chlorine occurs in the coal or to 
other factors. During the combustion of coals of various types, the mechanisms of the release 
of chlorine species are influenced by many factors, such as the forms of chlorine in the coal, 
coal rank and experimental conditions. 
A. Forms of Chlorine in Coal 
The main chemical forms of chlorine in coal that have been proposed are as follows:1 
1. inorganic chlorine; 
2. chlorine ions in brine and other water associated with the coal. 
Few studies have been done on the behavior of chlorine in coal during pyrolysis and 
combustion. Crossley,2 Whittingham,3 Gluskoter and Rees4 reported that most of the chlorine 
in coal exists primarily as inorganic chlorides, most commonly as sodium, potassium and 
calcium chlorides. Edgcombe5 investigated the evolution of chlorine as hydrogen chloride on 
heating 29 British coals (0.2-1.0%) in dry air at 200°C for 24 hours. He concluded that more 
than half of the chlorine in the coal was liberated as HC1 in air (combustion) at 200 °C, but not 
in nitrogen (pyrolysis) at the same temperature. In contrast, Daybell6 suggested that chlorine 
in some British coals give off 97% of its chlorine as HC1 in oxygen-free nitrogen at 258°C. 
1 
2 
Gibb7 observed that most of the chlorine in British coals evolved under mild conditions. 
Hackely and Chou8 examined several Illinois coal samples using a high-temperature fiirnace-
quadrupole gas analyzer (HF-QGA) technique. They determined that the evolution of HC1 
began around 250°C, had a maximum peak near 495°C, and leveled off close to 600°C. That 
same coal was then studied by a thermogravimetric analyzer interfaced with a fourier infrared 
transform spectrometer in which HC1 initially evolved around 375°C, had a peak maximum 
near 445°C and leveled off close to 600°C. 
Muchmore and coworkers9 investigated chlorine removal from an Illinois high-
chlorine coal, IBC109 (0.42%), with thermal treatment followed by analysis using an 
electrode technique. It was concluded that 84.3% of the total chlorine in the coal was 
removed by preheating in a nitrogen flow at a lower temperature prior to a six minute 
reaction at 385 °C. As a result of the varying conclusions in relation to the evolution of 
chlorine in coal a systematical study was required to investigate the behavior of chlorine 
during coal combustion. Shao10 completed such a study by concluding that more than 95% 
of the chlorine in Illinois Basin coals evolved mainly as HC1 between 300°C and 600 °C 
during pyrolysis and combustion in which most HC1 evolved at a maximum temperature of 
440°C. From the data obtained, it was suggested that the chlorine in coal was bonded as 
chloride ions to amine-ion sites associated with the organic matter on the inner walls of the 
micropores in the coal. Liu11 expanded Shao's work by investigating the HC1 evolution in 
relation to the chlorine content in coal by utilizing a thermogravimetric analyzer interfaced 
with a fourier infrared transform spectrometer. The evolved HC1 profile obtained indicated 
that HC1 gas evolved from 200-600°C in which a maximum HC1 evolution occurred between 
350 and 500°C. By comparing coals with varying chlorine contents it was established that 
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the evolution of HC1 could be related to the chlorine content in the coal by analyzing the 
infrared absorption of HC1. 
B. Evolved Gas Analysis 
To determine the evolution of HC1, in an effort to relate it to the chlorine content in 
coal, the technique of evolved gas analysis (EGA) can be utilized. Evolved gas analysis is a 
technique to determine the nature and amount of a volatile product or products formed during 
thermal analysis.12 It involves the analysis of gases evolved during a chemical reaction as a 
function of temperature and is usually combined with another thermal analysis technique or 
multiple techniques. Samples are usually studied first using thermogravimetic (TG) 
techniques, and if the reaction decomposition is unknown, then EGA can be used to 
determine the composition of the reaction products. Therefore, the chemical pathway of the 
reaction can usually be evaluated. 
Two approaches are generally taken for evolved gas analysis. The first approach 
involves utilizing one sample for all the measurements and the second approach employs more 
than one sample for each technique. If more than two techniques are utilized for the same 
sample at the same time then it is termed a simultaneous analysis, for example, using the same 
sample in a TG-FTIR. If separate samples are used for each technique then it is termed a 
combined analysis. For example, if one sample is used for the FTER while a similar sample 
is used in the TG. There is a major advantage of a simultaneous analysis over a combined 
analysis. A simultaneous analysis will allow one to utilize a combined set of instruments in 
which the sample is analyzed in one instrument and then passed to another instrument. The 
simultaneous analysis has the benefit over combined analysis such that a real time analysis can 
occur, thus making the data more relevant. 
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In relation to simultaneous and combined analysis there are two major forms of 
sampling which can determine the quantitative and qualitative results obtained. They are 
continuous mode and intermittent mode. Continuous mode involves introducing the gaseous 
products directly into the detector system by an interface coupling.13"15 Therefore, the 
products are continuously sampled by the detector. Intermittent or batch mode involves 
trapping the gaseous products at a low temperature or in an absorptive chamber.16,17 The 
gaseous products are then introduced into a detector either at a selected temperature interval 
or after a completed heating cycle. The intermittent mode permits the investigator to 
optimize the detector parameters to make the best use of each sample in which the detector 
system does not have to be extensively modified. However, the intermittent mode does not 
allow for real time analysis. The continuous mode has the ability to analyze data 
continuously, thus being able to conduct real time analysis. Also, since there is no storage of 
the sample gases for the continuous mode, the sample is less likely to be subject to 
decomposition, evaporation and contamination, as may occur in the intermittent mode. 
However, for the continuous mode, some detectors require an elaborate interface. For 
example, if there is a pressure differential between the pyrolysis chamber and the detector then 
a special interface would be required. Also, if a carrier gas is employed, then the interface 
may require a concentrator or separator to increase the concentration of the gases per unit 
volume. In relation to this study, a continuous sampling mode was utilized since it was 
desired to obtain a real time analysis of the evolved gas species. 
The ability to simultaneously measure weight loss and determine the nature and 
amount of gaseous products responsible for the weight loss in a continuous mode is a very 
important technique.1 Applications for which this technique is useful include pyrolysis and 
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combustion processes, polymer degradation processes, evaluation of hazardous materials, 
evaluation of the stability of materials, and formulation of pharmaceuticals.18 In investigating 
these areas there are five basic questions that should be addressed for EGA, which include:19 
1. What are the new materials? 
2. What reactions lead to these materials? 
3. In what temperature range does each material appear? 
4. What is the rate of formation of each material versus time and/or temperature? 
5. What is the analytical utility of each material? 
The first question refers to what is being produced from a pyrolysis or combustion 
process. For example, if chlorine is in a coal sample under evaluation then what new 
materials does it form. Does it evolve as HC1, Cl2, or chlorinated organic compounds? 
Investigation of the new material being produced can give one a clue as to the initial form of 
the decomposing substance. 
The second question refers to the reaction pathway. A reaction may occur as a result 
of thermal effects, such as decomposition or oxidation effects. The third question involves 
the determination of the initial and final temperature of an evolved gas in which the evolution 
and detection of new products allows one to compare various materials. 
Question four involves data analysis. For example, if during an experiment chlorine 
begins to evolve at 100°C, then peaks at 300°C, and finally decreases to a minimum at 
500°C, a curve results when one plots chlorine evolution versus temperature. If the 
experiment is continued to a higher temperature and an additional curve representing the 
evolution of chlorine is produced, one can conclude that the reaction has taken a different 
pathway. Each peak suggests that a different reaction pathway is being followed. Therefore, 
the number of curves produced can provide clues as to the number of mechanisms by which 
a material decomposes. 
C. Comparison of Simultaneous Systems 
There are various combinations of instrumentation that can be chosen to answer the 
above questions. The combinations of a thermogravimetric analyzer (TG) interfaced with 
gas chromatography (GC), Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR), or mass 
spectrometer (MS) are available. A comparison of these three combinations are illustrated 
in Table l.10'18 
Table 1. Comparison of TG-GC, TG-FTIR, and TG-MS System for Evolved Gas Analysis 
System 
TG-GC 
TG-FTIR 
TG-MS 
Advantages 
Cost 
Separation 
Identification 
Isomer 
Oxidation 
Sensitivity 
Identification 
Response 
Disadvantages 
Time 
Column 
Detectability 
Detectability 
Overlapping 
Non-IR absorbing gases 
Oxidation 
Cost 
Isomer 
Thermogravimetric analysis involves heating a sample over a set temperature range 
and measuring the mass loss.12 There are three common heating modes for thermogravimetric 
analysis: isothermal, quasi-isothermal, and dynamic. For isothermal heating the sample mass 
is recorded as a function of time at a constant temperature. In the quasi-isothermal heating 
the sample is heated to constant mass at each of a series of increasing temperatures. Finally, 
dynamic heating involves heating the sample in an environment whose temperature is 
changing in a predetermined manner. 
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A plot of mass-to-charge versus temperature results in a curve that can provide 
information concerning the thermal stability and composition of the sample. Since the TG 
curve does not yield answers as to the composition for the evolved gaseous products, another 
instrument must be employed for chemical identification. For example, GC, FTIR, and MS 
can be interfaced with the TG to deduce the reaction pathway of the sample. 
Gas chromatography involves transporting a vaporized sample by using an inert carrier 
gas through a column of specific length to separate the components of the sample.20 The 
column is usually packed with a partitioning liquid coated on the surface of an inert solid 
support. 
Components are separated based on their varying relative vapor pressures and their 
relative affinities for the liquid partitioning phase. Samples having high volatile components 
usually have a smaller retention time than low volatile components due to a lower vapor 
pressure. Utilizing the retention times, the GC uses a detector to produce a plot on a 
recorder. By comparing the retention times of the components to those from a standard run 
under the same conditions allows for possible component identification. 
Combining a TG with a GC yields a TG-GC.21"23 This device is relatively low in cost 
and the component can be separated allowing further analysis of each species. However, GC 
analysis takes a considerable amount of time, usually 10-15 minutes. Also, to separate the 
species effectively special care should be taken in selecting a column. Variables such as 
column length, packing, and carrier gas effects separation which also introduces time 
consuming preparation for an analysis. Therefore an FTER which has a faster response time 
and higher detectability than the GC is preferred for EGA. 
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An FTIR interfaced with a TG yields a TG-FTIR The FTIR can be used to identify 
materials,24 determine the composition of mixtures,25 monitor chemical reactions,26 and 
produce information for molecular structure identification.27 Analysis by FTIR is based on 
the principle that molecules have specific frequencies of internal vibration which occurs in the 
infrared region of 4000 to 200 cm"1 
When a sample is placed in infrared radiation it will absorb radiation at frequencies 
corresponding to its own molecular vibrations and will transmit all other frequencies. The 
frequencies of absorbed radiation are measured by the FTIR and a plot of absorbed energy 
versus frequency is produced.20 Since different substances have varying vibrations, 
identification can occur by detection of the chemical groups present or absent. This 
information can be used to determine a molecular structure. Also, information obtained from 
the magnitude of the infrared absorption can be used to determine the species concentration. 
The FTIR can be used for functional group analysis and to distinguish between cis and 
trans isomers. However, diatomic molecules that do not possess a permanent dipole moment 
(02, N2, Hj, etc.) are not infrared active, and therefore cannot be detected using infrared 
absorption. Also, overlapping peaks, such as the O-H stretching vibration in water and 
carboxylic acids, presents a problem in the analysis of mixtures as a result of interpreting the 
infrared absorption data. No matter the shortcomings, TG-FTIR is more effective than TG-
GC in relation to the variables involved in the analysis. 
A TG system interfaced to a mass spectrometer can be utilized for certain 
applications.28 A MS provides qualitative information by ionizing the molecules/atoms of the 
evolved gas and separating the resultant ions according to their mass-to-charge ratio (m/e). 
Each gaseous material present breaks down in the ionization process to produce a 
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characteristic pattern of ions. Identification of the unknown species occurs by comparing its 
mass-to-charge ratio with that of known standard materials.29'30 
For the MS, the sample gas enters the ion source and is ionized by a collision with an 
electron from a hot filament,20 as shown in Figure 1. The source is enclosed to reduce 
contamination and to create a relative high gas pressure for sub-ppm sensitivity. Ion 
separation is achieved using a quadropole filter consisting of four metal rods in a square array 
in which a combination of RF and DC voltages on these filters ions of differing mass to charge 
ratio (m/e) to the detector. 
There are two main detectors utilized, a Faraday cup and a secondary electron 
multiplier. The Faraday cup allows for high pressure and accurate quantitative work while 
the secondary electron multiplier allows for highly sensitive work. 
The mass spectrometer is very sensitive and can identify the mass range of the species 
in a sample. Also, it has a faster response time than the GC and FTIR systems. The 
detectability of the MS is about 1 ppm, which is more sensitive than an FTIR having a general 
detectability of approximately 10 ppm. However, an MS has a relatively high cost and since 
it measures only mass-to-charge ratios, it does not have the capability to determine isomers. 
Also, oxidation can reduce the lifetime of the MS instrument by destroying the filament. 
In this study a TG-FTIR and TG-MS were utilized based on the advantages and 
disadvantages relative to each instrument. Therefore, the TG-FTER and TG-MS systems 
were used to study the behavior of chlorine during coal combustion. 
D. Previous Experimentation on Chlorine 
Since 1992, the Thermal Analysis Laboratory at Western Kentucky University has 
been conducting a project entitled "Behavior of Chlorine in Coal During Combustion and 
ENCLOSED TRIPLE FILTER 
ION SOURCE QUADRUPOLE ANALYZER 
DUAL 
DETECTOR 
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Pyrolysis." In this project the Laboratory was involved in a systematic approach to analyze 
evolved species during pyrolysis and combustion using TG-FTIR and TG-MS combined 
instrumentation. Species evolved during coal combustion and pyrolysis were investigated in 
which the species were continuously qualitatively and qualitatively identified. For the 
research project, five stages of evaluation occurred and each stage will be discussed in respect 
to its occurrence. Tables 2 and Table 3 summarizes the different stages. 
The first stage was the work of D.K. Shao.10 His work initiated the study by utilizing 
a TG-FTIR to investigate the evolution of HC1 during pyrolysis of four coal samples (Tables 
2,3). From the FTIR data, it was determined that the evolved HC1 absorbed at a wavenumber 
of 2798 cm"1 This peak was selected for determining HC1 evolution since it was not 
influenced by an overlapping CH4 peak. Results of pyrolysis profiles for HC1 evolution of the 
coal indicated that HC1 evolved from coal in a broad peak region between 250°C and 750°C, 
as shown in Figure 2. The initial, final, and maximum temperatures were 250°C, 750°C and 
450 °C, respectively. The absorbance of HC1 at the maximum peak was determined to be 
5xl0"3. For this experiment, the transfer line was heated to 120°C in which the outlet port 
and gas cell were heated to 100°C and 120°C, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. Only the 
inlet port around the FTIR gas cell was not heated. Therefore, the temperature at the inlet 
port of the gas cell was less than 120°C. Shao also observed that water was released during 
pyrolysis. This observation was believed to be due to the HC1 gas dissolving in the water, 
which in turn condensed on the heated transfer line in transit from the TGA to the FTIR. 
J.L. Liu completed the second stage of investigation. Five Illinois and three British 
coal samples were investigated using a combined TG-FTIR set-up under combustion 
conditions (Tables 2,3). The parameters were similar in relation to the first stage 

Table 3 11C1 Evolution Data for Stages of Experimentation 
' maxl ^ max2 Ab, Ab2 T, 
Stage °C !C °c CD 0) °_C Technique 
1 250 450 — 6E-3 — 750 TG-FTIR N2 
II 300 370 — 6E-3 
— 
500 TG-FTIR Air 
III 250 300 470 6E-3 12E-3 500 TG-FTIR Air 
IV 250 280 — 18E-3 — 600 TG-FTIR Air 
V 220 300 750 1.7E-10 5.4E-11 600 TG-MS Air 
Pyrolysis 200 420 — 3 5-11 — 700 TG-MS He 
T, Initial temperature of HC1 evolution, °C 
Tjinxi- maximum temperature of HC1 evolution, °C. 
Tmax2: Second maximum temperature ofHCl evolution, °C. 
Ab,. Absoi bance of 11C1 at T ^ , by FTIR. 
Ab2 Absorbance of I1C1 at T ^ by FTIR. 
T, temperature of 11C1 level off from coal, °C. 
1 intensity of 11CI on MS. 
Figure 2. HC1 release from coal IBC 109 and coal IBC 106 during pyrolysis. 
Mealed Gas p e r k in Elmer 1650 FTIR 
Cell 
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investigation. However for the second stage the purge gas, nitrogen, was switched to air. 
The outlet joint temperature from the TGA to the FTIR was set at 100°C. Figure 4 
represents the HC1 absorbance in relation to temperature for the coals investigated. This plot 
illustrates that HC1 evolves from Illinois coal over a wide temperature range, starting from 
around 200°C and reaching a maxima around 450°C. Comparing Liu's and Shao's results 
indicates that the water condensation on the transfer line may play a role influencing the HC1 
evolution, a possible explaination why HC1 evolved at similar temperatures for both 
combustion and pyrolysis. However, this temperature evolution is contradictive to the 
mechanism of the two processes For combustion conditions, the HC1 evolution mechanism 
is different from that under pyrolysis conditions. When coal is burned in air, oxygen will react 
with the coal matrix and HC1 should be released at a earlier time period than during pyrolysis 
conditions. However, as indicated earlier, the data does not support the mechanism. During 
pyrolysis, this deviation could be a result of the moisture (adsorbed water and combination 
water) in the coal which is released before 200°C. The MS plot, as shown in Figure 5, 
illustrates that the first water peak reached a maximum at 450°C and the second peak reaches 
a maximum at 750°C during pyrolysis. The location of these peaks indicates that almost no 
water was released before 300°C (except moisture evolution), whereas it was released 
between 300-800°C. 
During coal combustion, there is a larger quantity of water produced than during 
pyrolysis. In addition to the moisture, the volatile matter and hydrocarbon content in the coal 
can react with oxygen to generate water. Therefore, water can be produced during the entire 
combustion process. The MS plot, as shown in Figure 6, represents how the water is released 
from the coal at each temperature region. The first water peak reaches a maximum at 300°C 
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Figure 5. MS plot of coal 33501 during pyrolysis. 
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Figure 6. MS plot of coal 33501 during combustion. 
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and the second peak reaches maximum at a 450°C. It was determined that the amount of 
water generated (18 x 0.005) during combustion is 20 times larger than during pyrolysis (18 
x 0.01) such as shown in Figures 4 and 5 which indicates that the evolution profile of HC1 is 
influenced significantly by the water during the combustion processes. If the gas transfer 
system is not heated to a high enough temperature, then an inaccurate result will be obtained. 
Also, water generated from the coal condenses on the inlet and outlet joints which can 
greatly effect analysis. The initial temperature for water evolution during combustion is 
around 170°C. Thus, the HC1 evolution from coal starts at approximately 200°C and is 
partially absorbed by the condensed water. This absorption process is possibly the reason that 
HC1 in pyrolysis evolves earlier that in combustion as reported in the stages 1 and 2 results. 
As the temperature is increased in the TG system, HC1 will begin to evolve around 300°C and 
reach a maximum around 400° C as a result of the hot carrier gas flow from the TGA furnace. 
The furnace then evaporates the condensed HC1 from the transfer system. However, since 
the temperature of the FTIR inlet joint is not high enough, there is still some condensed water 
at that location. Therefore, due to the partial absorption of HC1 by water, there is a relative 
error for the absorbance data obtained by the FTIR. This discrepancy explains why the 
absorbance value of HC1 detected by Liu (3 x 10"3) is four times less than that of the third and 
fourth stages of work (15xl0~3) while the same amount of coal was placed in the TG system. 
The third stage of work was conducted by Hanxu Li (Tables 2,3). He studied four 
British coal samples at varying mesh sizes (60, 200, and 400 mesh) under the same conditions 
as Liu except that the outlet heating coil was heated to 160°C instead of 100°C, as shown in 
Figure 7. 
Flowmeter 
Heated Gas p e r k i n Elmer 1650 FTIR 
Cell 
to 
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The results obtained varied from Liu's study in which two HC1 peaks were obtained 
during coal combustion. The first peak occurred at 250-350°C while the second occurred at 
350-550°C, as shown in Figure 8. 
For the varying mesh sizes, the 400 mesh coal HC1 peak was shifted 70°C ahead of 
the 200 mesh coal and 100°C ahead of the 60 mesh coal. All the second peaks were sharper 
and larger than the first peaks. Since the inlet port of the gas cell of the FTIR was not heated 
high enough, part of the HC1 was absorbed by the uncondensed water, therefore only part of 
the HC1 was carried into the FTIR gas cell for the first peak. The larger second HC1 peak 
obtained was due to the HC1 being evolved with evaporated water into the gas cell. The HC1 
release peaks match closely the water release peaks during the combustion process. Since 
HC1 is released from coal with water at the same temperature region, it dissolves in water 
easily. When the TG temperature reached a high enough temperature, the hot carrier gas 
evaporated again and released the HC1 which gave rise to the appearance of two HC1 
evolution peaks at this stage. 
Hanxu Li also conducted the fourth study in which four coal samples (Tables 2,3) 
were studied at varying mesh sizes. In this study the inlet joint to the FTIR was heated to 
160°C instead of not being heated as was previously done. Heating the inlet port resulted in 
a regular change in the trend of the HC1 peaks over a wide temperature range. Only one peak 
occurred with a trailing edge at about 400°C when the inlet joint was heated to 160°C during 
coal combustion instead of two peaks that occurred when the inlet joint was not heated, such 
as when the port is not heated. The profiles obtained when the inlet joint was heated 
indicated that the evolution of chlorine in the form of HC1 occurred approximately between 
250-600°C in which the HC1 evolved at a maximum of 310°C, as shown in Figure 9. The 
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results of the fourth stage work gave a satisfying explanation of HC1 releasing behavior. The 
results were attributed to the removal of the influence of water condensing in the inlet and the 
outlet joint from the TGA and FTIR by heating the gas transfer system to an effective 
temperature. At the proper temperature the HC1 does not dissolve in the condensed water, 
therefore it can be evolved into the gas cell where detection can occur. 
With the discovery of the effects of the inlet and outlet temperature, Liu's second 
stage work was reinvestigated. It was observed that the evolution of HC1 from British coal 
samples is similar to that of Liu's study, except that the absorbancies were smaller. These 
changes in absorbencies resulted from the fact that Liu did not heat the outlet port to the 
necessary temperature. In fact, the outlet port of the TGA was heated utilizing a heating tape. 
The heating tape produced a variable temperature at different points due to improper 
installation for the outlet port. Therefore uniform heating was not achieved. This 
nonuniformity of heating yielded the different profiles of HC1 evolved from Illinois coal and 
British coal samples as shown in Figure 4 from Liu's study. When the heating tape was 
wrapped tightly, the HC1 evolution profiles resembled those obtained by Li's study. However, 
for Li's study the inlet port to the FTIR was still not heated. Therefore, the FTIR produced 
a smaller absorbance and the long tail which was observed in Figure 9 disappeared. 
The fifth stage was performed by Wei-Ping Pan (Tables 2,3). To demonstrate the 
reliability of the TG-FTIR, he ran British coal 33501 on a TG-MS system. It was determined 
that two different locations between the TG and MS should be heated in order to prevent 
water condensation, as shown in Figure 10. The first is the heated transfer line which is 
connected between the TG and MS, the other is the inlet port on the mass spectrometer 
which most commercial MS units do not have the capability to heat at this port. Table 4 
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illustrates the production of HC1 and other gas species from coal sample 33501 during 
combustion at different inlet heating temperatures (IT) and different heating transfer line 
temperatures (HT). 
Table 4. The Effect of HI and HT on Evolution Gases During Combustion 
Area 
Condition HCP10E-7 CQ2*10E-4 H2Q*10E-5 SQ2*10E-7 
HI= 150°C, HT=340°C 0.88 0.92 1.48 1.51 
HI= 100°C, HT=170°C 1.54 1.34 1.80 2.45 
HI= 25°C, HT=170°C 1.39 1.10 1.36 2.28 
HI= 25°C, HT= 25°C 0.03 0.17 0.35 0.16 
Coal: 33501, 20 mg 
HI: Temperature for inlet port, °C 
HT: Temperature for transfer line, °C 
Table 4 shows that the intensity of HC1 from the mass spectrometer is influenced 
considerably by HI and HT temperatures. If the temperature of HI and HT are too high, the 
intensity of HC1 will decrease due to the increase in viscosity of the evolved gases when the 
temperature of gas products are increased. Therefore, a lower gas flow into the detector 
chamber will result which limits detection capabilities. It was concluded that the intensity of 
the gas species will decrease when the HI and HT temperatures are increased. 
If the HI and HT temperatures are approximately room temperature, the mass-to-
charge signal is sharply decreased, as shown in Figure 11. The differences between Figure 
11 and Figure 6, in which the same amount of coal was used, can be clearly demonstrated. 
Also, the HC1 peak occurred at approximately 400°C and 500°C, which demonstrates that 
during water condensation, HT and HI are the main factors influencing the HC1 evolution 
during coal combustion. Therefore, the heating of the transfer line is extremely important. 
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The MS profile of coal 33501 during the combustion process is shown in Figure 6. 
The HC1 release profile indicates that the evolution of chlorine as HC1 occurs as broad 
overlapping peaks between 250°C and 600°C. The HC1 release rate reaches a maximum 
value at 300°C and 400°C, which matches closely with the second and third water release 
peak. Such close agreement could account for condensation during insufficient heating. The 
other small HC1 peak appears around 750°C and can only be observed for coals with a high 
chlorine content. Therefore, these MS results collaborated with the FTIR results obtained 
in the fourth stage work. 
The HC1 release behavior of a coal in a helium atmosphere is shown in Figure 5. It 
indicates that HC1 evolves from coal over a wide temperature range. The initial temperature 
is 250°C which is similar to the first, third and fourth stage work. The maximum temperature 
is approximately 450°C and the final temperature is at 750°C, which is quite similar to the 
result obtained by Dakang Shao at the first stage. The amount of water released is much less 
than during combustion. Thus, the water condensation influence in HC1 evolution is limited 
during pyrolysis. 
After evaluating the four different stages one can conclude that the evolution of water 
during coal combustion plays the most important role for the identification and analysis of 
HC1. In this study, the heat transfer line, inlet port, and outlet port for the FTIR and MS 
system will be heated to 150°C. The effect of chlorine content and coal mesh in the evolution 
of HC1 during coal combustion will be evaluated in this study. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Materials 
The coal samples Gascoigne Wood (C33500), Thoresby (C33499), Trentham 
(C33502), Lea Hal (C33501) and Illinois #6 (C33876, C33873, C33875) were provided by 
the Illinois State Geological Survey The elemental analyses of the coals are indicated in 
Table 5 and the proximate analysis of the coals is indicated in Table 6. 
Table 5. Elemental Analysis* of Sample Coals 
Sample C H _0 N C! S Ash 
33876 75.40 4.92 6.70 1.50 0.26 2.94 8.17 
33502 78.76 5.15 8.78 1.52 0.80 0 92 
33500 63.95 4.21 6.39 1.29 0.39 1.31 22.24 
33873 72.29 4.99 7.13 1.27 0.16 4.47 9.71 
33873 70.34 4.25 6.55 1.54 0.38 1.02 16.10 
33499 70.29 4.66 6 16 1.48 0.78 2.01 
j J 501 79.75 5.37 8.20 1.55 0.89 0.94 3.2: 
'Measured on dry basis. 
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Table 6. Proximate Analysis* of Sample Coals 
Sample Moisture Ash VM FXc 
33876 5.38 7.85 30.02 56.75 
33502 6.68 3.80 31.46 58.06 
33500 3.30 21.76 25.62 49.32 
33873 11.27 8.62 25.27 58.84 
33875 5.91 15.08 24.98 54.03 
33499 3.52 14.42 28.18 53.88 
33501 7.54 3.07 31.10 58.30 
*Measured on an as-determined basis. 
B. Thermogravimetry Combined with the Fourier Transform Infrared 
(TG-FTIR) Technique 
Two instrumental techniques were utilized for this experiment, a thermogravimetric 
analyzer interfaced with a Fourier infrared transform spectrometer (TG-FTIR) and a 
thermogravimetric analyzer interfaced with a mass spectrometer (TG-MS). The TG-FTIR 
system consisted of a TA Instruments Model 951 Thermogravimetric Analyzer interfaced 
with a Perkin-Elmer 1650 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer, as shown in Figure 7. 
The TG-MS system consisted of a TA Instruments Model 2950 High Resolution 
Thermogravimetric Analyzer interfaced with a VG Thermolab MS, as shown in Figure 10. 
For the TG-FTIR a DuPont TG 951 was used having a horizontal quartz tube furnace 
with a ball joint (size 12/5) outlet. The socket joint (size 12/5, length 5 cm) was clamped by 
a joint clamp. The socket was connected with a permanent heated teflon (1/8" OD) transfer 
32 
line (length 4 ft) by a homemade teflon reducing connector in which the teflon heated transfer 
line was controlled by a Powerstat at 30 V. The ball, socket joints and teflon connector were 
wrapped with a heating coil which was controlled by a variable autotransformer with a 
thermocouple. The heated gas cell was covered with a heated jacket which was controlled 
by a Barnant temperature controller. Silica tubing formed the connection between the teflon 
heated transfer line and the outlet (1/4" glass tubing) for the gas cell. This entire portion was 
then wrapped by a heating coil controlled by a variable autotransformer. The heated gas cell 
was 10 cm by 24 mm with ZnSe windows. 
The standard TGA balance and sample pan was not used for the TG-FTIR. The 1650 
Perkin Elmer FTIR required more than 40 mg of low chlorine (less than 0.1%) coal for 
analysis of evolved HC1 gas. However, only approximately 40 mg of coal sample could be 
placed on a standard TGA sample pan. Therefore, a combustion boat (8 cm x 1 cm x 1 cm) 
was utilized. The coal sample was placed on the combustion boat and placed inside the 
quartz furnace. This TG-FTIR set-up utilized a high temperature furnace which could control 
the heating rate precisely. 
The TG-FTIR system can continuously measure the mass change of the coal sample with 
a heating rate of 10°C (TG) as well as identify qualitatively and determine semi-quantitatively 
the HC1 gaseous species emitted (FTIR). The time lag between the sample chamber and the 
gas cell is one minute with a 50 mL/min gas flow rate. Nine scans of the FTIR spectrum 
were taken automatically every minute using the Galactic Industries Corporation's LabCalc 
software in which a spectrum was obtained and stored on a disk within a temperature range 
of 100-700°C. Data from the size of the gas cell, gas flow rate, and temperature ramp were 
used to determine the temperature being evaluated. 
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C. Thermogravimetry Combined with the Mass Spectrometry Technique (TG-MS) 
For the second instrumental set-up, the TG-MS utilized a completely commercial 
technique. The samples were analyzed on a TA Instruments 2950 TGA interfaced to a Fisons 
VG Thermolab Mass Spectrometer by means of a heated capillary transfer line, as shown in 
Figure 12. 
The TGA 951 has the capability of measuring the amount and rate of weight change 
in a material, either as a function of increasing temperature, or isothermally as a function of 
time, in a controlled atmosphere. It can operate in a temperature range of 25°C to 1000°C 
with a heating rate range of 0.1 to 100°C/min. The TGA uses a Plantinel II thermocouple 
produced by Engelhard Industries. Its operating line voltage is 115 volt, 50/60 Hz and has 
256 kB of data storage memory with a data collection rate of 0.5 to 1,000 sec/pt. A platinum 
pan was used having a weighing capacity of 1.0 gram and purge gases such as helium, 
nitrogen, oxygen, air and argon can be used up to 100 cc/min. 
The MS system provides qualitative information by ionizing the molecules/atoms of 
the evolved gas and separating the resultant ions according to their mass-to-charge ratio 
(m/e). Each gaseous material present breaks down in the ionization process to produce a 
characteristic pattern of ions which allow identification by comparing with known standards. 
The MS system used in this work is based on a quadrupole design with a 1-300 atomic mass 
unit (amu) mass range in which the sample gas from the interface can be ionized at 70 eV 
This system operates at a pressure of 4 x 10° mbar. The quadrupole consists of an enclosed 
ion source of a Nier type that has a triple filter design and utilizes a Faraday cup an SEM 
which is stable in air. It is connected to a 80286/80386 processor having a 30 MB hard disk 
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drive which can use DOS 4 or higher as an operating system. The software package used for 
analysis is Fisons' Thermosoft. 
To connect the TG to the MS a capillary transfer line is used which is heated to 
170°C, while the inlet port on the mass spectrometer is heated to 150°C. These temperatures 
are necessary to reduce the occurrence of a low boiling point gas condensing in the transfer 
line. The capillary sampling inlet (1.8 m) is constructed from fused silicon encased within a 
stainless steel sheath. It is then covered with PTFE and then with a red fibre glass sheathing. 
Such a construction allows for good mechanical strength and a means to resistively heat the 
long capillary line. The main advantage of this interface is that it produces a partial pressure 
in the MS ion source proportional to that in the atmospheric pressure gas sample at the inlet 
probe; therefore zero fractionation occurs. Therefore, the TG combined with a MS can 
provide information on combustion performance of coal and can give a direct route to 
chemical information regarding the identity of evolved components. 
D. Experimental Procedures 
As DuPontModel-951 Thermogravimetric Analyzer and a Perkin-Elmer model 1650 
FTIR Spectrometer were utilized for the TG-FTIR combined instrumentation. The adopted 
experimental conditions for the TG-FTIR were as follows: air flow rate, 50 ml/min; heating 
rate, 10°C/min; particle size, 60, 200, 400 mesh; sample size, 300 mg; heating temperature 
ramp, 25-700°C with scans occurring each minute for the FTIR. TA Instruments 2950 
Thermogravimetric Analyzer TGA was interfaced to a Fision VG Thermolab Mass 
Spectrometer for the combined TG-MS instrumentation. The system was operated at a 
pressure of 4 x 10"5 mbar using a 20-40 mg sample for each run. For dynamic runs on the 
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MS, an initial temperature of 25°C ramp delay of zero min and a ramp rate of 10°C/min to 
1000°C were used. 
m . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Effect of Chlorine Content on the Evolution of HC1 Using Dynamic Heating 
Method 
1. TG-MS Analysis of Coals 
As shown in Figure 13 the TG curve obtained by heating 20 mg of coal 33501 
illustrates the decomposition behavior of the sample during combustion from ambient 
temperature to 1000°C at 10°C/min in an air atmosphere. The first weight loss is due to the 
loss of moisture. The weight gain between 200°C and 300°C is due to the chemisorption of 
oxygen on the surface of the coal. The major weight loss occurred between 300°C and 
600°C. This major weight loss corresponds primarily to the loss of the volatile species 
resulting from the decomposition of the coal followed by oxidation of the volatile products 
and char combustion. 
The MS results of a coal sample (33501) for the combustion process is presented in 
Figure 14. The major composition arau signals monitored in Figure 14 are profiled in Figure 
15. This figure details the major components of the peak centered at 300 and 450°C. It 
includes the evolution of C02 (m/e = 44), H20 (m/e = 18), HC1 (m/e = 36), S02 (m/e = 64), 
and CH3COOH or COS (m/e = 60) during a constant heating rate (10°C/min) from room 
temperature to 1000°C. 
Three water peaks were observed for each coal. The first water peak evolved 
between room temperature and 150°C due to moisture loss from the coal. The second water 
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Figure 15. MS profiles for combustion products from coal 33501. 
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peak evolved around 150°C and reached a peak maximum at around 300°C. The second and 
third water peaks are slightly overlapping at around 400°C and are a result of decomposition 
of volatile matter and its reactions with oxygen. The third peak levels off around 580°C. 
The C02 overlapping peak starts at 200°C and reaches a plateau around 320°C as a result 
of the combustion of volatile matter. This peak gradually rises after 400°C. The peak 
maximum for the evolution of C02 occurs at 450°C, which corresponds to the maximum 
weight loss rate on the TG curve, as shown in Figure 13. This peak is due to the oxidation 
of volatile products and char combustion. However, the evolution of HC1 and H20 both 
begin at 200°C and reach the first peak maximum at 300°C. When a higher temperature is 
considered, a second peak maximum occurs at 440°C. In the case of HC1, the third peak 
maximum (very small) occurs at 650-850°C only for coal 33501. The sensitivity of this curve 
was increased by a factor of ten for peak evaluation. The third peak is due to the 
decomposition of inorganic chlorides. The second peak is generally 10-20°C lower than the 
temperature at which the maximum weight loss rate occurs. Generally, about 80 % of the 
HC1 evolves near the first peak and 20% near the second peak. 
The evolution of HC1 in the first and second peaks occurs at temperatures similar to 
those for evolving water. Almost all of the coal samples utilized for this study have broad 
overlapping peaks around 320, 450 and 500°C corresponding to the release of S02. The 
small 320°C peak is due to the decomposition of aliphatic sulfur species at low temperatures. 
The large 450°C and 500°C overlapping peaks are due to the decomposition of both the 
pyritic and aromatic sulfur species in the coals. The second peak is due mostly to pyritic 
sulfur. These results are supported by Shao's10 work. In the case of high sulfur content coal, 
the fourth S02 peak gradually increases from 800°C to 1000°C, as shown in Figure 16, 
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attributable to the decomposition of sulfate (as salts of metals such as sodium or calcium). 
It should be noted that the evolution of S02 is very similar to that of CO 2. A quantitative 
study of the evolution of HC1 and S02 versus the content of the chlorine and sulfur in the coal 
was obtained by integrating the area under the HC1 and S02 peaks in the mass spectra A 
good agreement (R2 = 0.977, chloride and R2 = 0.942, sulfur) was obtained between the 
chlorine content and the total amount of HC1 evolved as illustrated in Figure 17 This figure 
also provides evidence that most of the chlorine in the coal is released in the form of HC1 
during combustion. 
The TG-MS system established a good example of the material balance in these 
studies The slightly lower coefficient (R2 = 0 94) obtained for the sulfur is due to the 
limitation of this TG system. The TG system can only be heated to 1000°C. According to 
ASTM method D 4239, the coal should be heated to 1400°C to identify the sulfate species.31 
Thus, the temperature difference may cause the slightly lower correlation. The m/e value of 
60 is attributed to both COS and acetic acid. It shows two peaks in the profile. The first 
peak maximum is around 320°C and the second is around 450°C. The evidence from FTIR 
results (next section) indicate that the first peak is mostly due to acetic acid from the 
decomposition and oxidation of volatile products. The second peak is due only to the release 
of COS from the sulfur species which is controlled by the gas-phase reaction of CO and/or 
C02 with H2S, a good example as to why both systems are needed (FTIR and MS) to identify 
the evolved gas species. 
Several graphs were obtained by plotting various parameters of the MS data in 
relation to the chlorine content in coal. As seen in Figure 18 the intensity (maximum height 
from MS curve) of the temperature ai the first HC1 peak is proportional to the chlorine 
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content in the coal. The boxes on the graph illustrate the average % CI between each set of 
data. Therefore, as the percentage of chlorine in the coal increases the intensity of the first 
peak will also increase. It can also be seen that the intensity of the temperature of the HC1 
second peak maximum is also proportional to the chlorine content of the coal. As the 
chlorine content increases the second peak intensity will also increase. Finally, the intensity 
ratio for the HC1 peaks, which is the first intensity divided by the second intensity, indicates 
that there is a relationship between the increasing of the chlorine content in the coal and the 
intensity ratio that occurs. The boxes on the graph illustrate the average % CI for each set 
of data. The higher the chlorine in the coal then the larger the intensity ratio (range between 
1.5 to 3.9) that will result. It appears that more HC1 is released in the British coals at a lower 
temperature range than that of the Illinois coals under the experimental conditions. 
In Figure 19, the maximum temperature for the first temperature peak of HC1 is 
around 300°C except for coal 33873 which has a chlorine content of 0.16 %. The low 
chlorine content could be the cause of the deviation of the graph since the next highest 
chlorine content is 0.26 % CI. Figure 20 shows the initial HC1 temperature peak in relation 
to chlorine content. For Illinois coals, the initial temperature for the first peak is around 
209°C while for the British coals, the initial temperature is 192°C. These temperatures can 
be observed from the graph since the Illinois and British coal chlorine values are located on 
the indicated horizonal line. Figure 21 illustrates that the final temperature for the first peak 
is also related to coal type. For Illinois coals the temperature of HC1 evolution occurred 
around 379°C while for British coals the temperature of evolution was 410°C. These values 
can be observed in relation to their position on the graph as indicated by the bold lines. The 
results indicate that the first peaks for evolution of HC1 from the British coals have a wider 
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temperature range than those of Illinois coals. Also, more HC1 was released from British 
coals in the first peak than from the Illinois coals. In Figure 22 it can be observed that the 
maximum temperature for the second peak of HC1 evolution is not a function of the chlorine 
content. However, in Figure 23 it can be observed that there is a correlation between the 
maximum temperature of the second peak for HC1 evolution and the corresponding maximum 
temperature from the associated DTG combustion profile (which is coal rank dependent). For 
the seven different bituminous coals studied, the appearance of the first peak representing HC1 
evolution is due to thermal effects. The second HC1 peak is due to the oxidation of the coal 
and subsequent HC1 release. From Figure 24, it can be observed that the first HC1 peak 
maximum occurs approximately 10-15°C before the second water peak maximum for all 
seven coals. The second HC1 peak maximum occurs very close to the third water peak 
maximum (less than 10°C difference). These two peak maxima are less than 15°C from the 
C02 peak for the coals, indicating the evolution of water and HC1 have similar mechanisms 
during coal combustion. 
2. TG-FTIR Analysis of Coals 
Figure 25 is an FTIR spectrum of coal 33501. It was obtained at 300°C using 60 
mesh coal with a air flow rate of 60 mL/min and a temperature rate of 10°C/min up to 700°C, 
in which the FTIR began analysis at 100°C. The wavelengths for HC1, H20, C02, CO, S02 
acetic acid and COS are 2798, 1509, 2343, 2119, 1343, 1170, and 2073 cm"1, respectively. 
By displaying the plots on a three dimensional axis it can be used to illustrate the evolution 
of the gas species in relation to temperature, as shown in Figure 26. The x, y, and z axis are 
the wavenumber (cm"1), absorbance, and temperature, respectively. The absorbance indicates 
the concentration of the species evolved. 
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Figure 23. MS HC1 maximum temperature for second peak vs. maximum temperature for 
corresponding DTG curve. 
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From the three dimensional plot it can be observed that H20 and C02 evolve rapidly. 
The evolution of HCI begins at 200°C, reaches a peak maximum around 300°C and then 
gradually decreases. The FTIR does not clearly observe the second overlapping HCI peak 
around 440°C, which is identified by MS results. The variation in results between the FTIR 
and MS could be due to the low sensitivity of the FTIR (10 ppm) compared to the higher 
sensitivity of the MS (1 ppm). Therefore, by utilizing a TG-MS system a more sensitive 
measure of HCI evolution can be obtained. The evolution of acetic acid (1170 cm"1) is in the 
same temperature range (200-400°C) for the first part of HCI evolution. There is no acetic 
acid observed after 400°C. The COS (2073 cm"1) is clearly identified between 300 and 
500°C, as shown in Figure 27. As mentioned in the TG-MS section, the mass range m/e of 
60 makes it difficult to distinguish between acetic acid and COS. In the FTIR, there is no 
problem in identifying those two spectra. Another example is the evolution of CH4. From 
FTIR results, it is observed that the evolution of CH4 occurred around 400°C and reached a 
peak maximum around 450°C. However, it is difficult to use m/e of 16 to identify methane 
using mass spectroscopy. Also, some overlapping between the CH4 spectra (3218 and 2836 
cm"1) and HCI spectra (3116-2750 cm"1) is clearly observed in Figure 26. This overlapping 
is the reason the wavenumber 2798 cm"1 was selected to identify HCI evolution since 
interference does not occur from the CH4 peak. The second evolution peak for H20 occurs 
approximately at the same temperature as the evolution of HCI in the coal. Using the 
previous TG plot from coal 33501, Figure 13, the maximum weight loss occurs at a 
temperature of450°C. From the three dimensional plot this TG maximum corresponds to the 
C02 temperature where maximum evolution of the gas occurs. Thus, using a TG weight loss 
plot allows one to more effectively confirm the accuracy of FTIR data. 
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Analysis of an FTIR plot taken at 2798 cm"1, as shown in Figure 28, can yield 
information in relation to the number of mechanisms involved in the evolution of HCI. From 
the figure, representing Illinois (33873 and 33876) and British coals (33501 and 33502), the 
large peak and trailing tail indicate that two mechanisms are occurring. The temperature of 
maximum evolution of HCI is around 300°C for all coals, as shown in Table 7. However, due 
to a limited sensitivity of the FTER the initial temperature is difficult to accurately determine, 
but is close to 250°C for the seven coals. The intensity of the absorbances in the figure is 
representative of the chlorine content in the coal, as shown in Table 7 Therefore, from the 
figure it can be observed that the temperature range for the evolution of HCI from British 
coals is wider than for Illinois coals. Even though the different coals illustrate similar 
mechanisms there is a difference in the HCI evolution processes for the two types of coal. 
These results are consistent with the TG-MS finding. 
B. Effect of Coal Particle Size on the Evolution of HCI 
1. TG-FTIR Analysis of Coals 
Figure 29 shows the TGA plot for the combustion of coal 33501. It can be seen from 
the plot that as the mesh size decreases the curve is shifted to a lower temperature. Figure 
30 shows the FTIR spectrum for the combustion of 400 mesh coal 33501. The major 
differences in the FTIR spectra for 60 mesh and 400 mesh coals are the peaks for CH4 and 
H20. There is no significant amount of CH4 evolving between 400 and 500°C during 
combustion of 400 mesh coal, indicating that a more complete combustion occurs in the 
small particle size (400 mesh) than in the large particle size (60 mesh) under these 
experimental conditions. A more complete combustion could be due to the larger surface area 
in the smaller particle size coal. A larger water peak was observed around 100°C for the 400 
ABSORBANCE 
•o— 
150 200 250 3 0 0 3 5 0 400 450 500 550 6 0 0 650 700 
TEMPERATURE C 
' CQAL33501 COAL335Q2 - 0 - COAL33876 
- COAL33873 
60 
Table 7 Effect of Particle Size on the Evolution of HCI. as Determined bv TG-FTIR. 
During Coal Combustion 
Sample % Chlorine Particle Size 
(mesh) 
Maximum 
Absorbance 
(10E-3) 
Ti Tmax Tf 
33501.0 0.9 60.0 16.0 250.0 310.0 640.0 
200.0 19.0 240.0 290.0 620.0 
400.0 17.0 240.0 290.0 620.0 
33502.0 0.8 60.0 13 5 260.0 320.0 570.0 
200.0 15.0 250.0 290.0 550.0 
400.0 16.5 240.0 280.0 530.0 
33499.0 0.8 60.0 14.3 240.0 310.0 620.0 
200.0 14.6 240.0 290.0 560.0 
400.0 15.0 230.0 290.0 510.0 
33500.0 0.4 60.0 8.7 280.0 320.0 610.0 
200.0 8.4 250.0 300.0 550 0 
400.0 8.9 240.0 290.0 520.0 
33876.0 0.3 60.0 8.0 240.0 300.0 550.0 
200.0 9.0 240.0 280.0 550.0 
400.0 9.3 220.0 280.0 550.0 
33875.0 0.4 60.0 8.5 250.0 300.0 600.0 
200.0 8.9 240.0 280.0 480.0 
400.0 9.5 240.0 280.0 490.0 
33873.0 0.2 60.0 4.1 270.0 300.0 460.0 
200.0 4.0 230.0 280.0 440.0 
400.0 4.0 230.0 270.0 440.0 
Ti: Initial temperature of HCI evolution 
Tmax. Maximum temperature of HCI evolution 
Tf: Final temperature of HCI Evolution 
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mesh coal, which is due to more moisture being absorbed in the smaller particle sizes than in 
the larger particle sizes. During the heating process from 25 to 100°C most of the absorbed 
water is released from the larger particle sizes. Thus, there is no significant water peak 
observed for the 60 mesh coal at 100°C where the FTIR began sampling the data. Table 7 
indicates the particle sizes for the various coals along with the maximum absorbances and the 
initial, maximum, and final temperatures of HC1 evolution. The results suggest that the 
maximum absorbance corresponds to the chlorine content of the coal. The maximum 
evolution temperatures (Tmax) for the 400 mesh and 200 mesh coal samples was 
approximately 270-290°C. However, Tmax for the 60 mesh coal was approximately 310°C, 
as shown in Figure 31, thereby providing evidence that the maximum temperature of evolved 
HC1 is closely related to the particle size. Less energy is required to break the strong affinity 
of the chlorine species for the inner water of the coal micropore in the smaller coal particle 
size. Also, it can be observed that T; for the 400 and 200 mesh sizes is approximately 20°C 
before the 60 mesh size, clearly indicating that the T, is related to the particle size. Also, the 
final temperature (Tf) was lower for the smaller particle size. A wider temperature for the 
evolution of HC1 was also observed for the different mesh sizes of British coals. 
The mechanism for the formation of HC1 during combustion of the bituminous coals 
is very similar. However, the variations in the sources of each coal (Illinois and British) can 
be attributed to varying rates of HC1 evolution during combustion. It was concluded that 
about 80% of the chlorine in the coal was released as HC1 before 400°C. Also, it was 
concluded that the main chemical form of chlorine in coal is a result of HC1 absorption in the 
coal structure, which is a result of chloride ions being absorbed in the water present in the 
micropores in coal. 
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2. TG-MS Analysis of Coals 
Figures 32, 33, and 34 are MS plots from the combustion of 60, 200, and 400 mesh 
samples of coal 33501. From the figures it can be concluded that the initial temperature and 
the first peak maximum for each species is shifted to a lower temperature when the particle 
size is decreased, which verifies the TG-FTER results. Table 8 presents the data from the MS 
experiments. 
Table 8. Effect of Particle Size on the Temperature of HC1 Evolution During Coal 
Combustion (Coal 33501) as Determined from MS Results 
Mesh T1 T1 I l f T2- • T2 T2f 
Size 
60 197 302 412 412 447 536 
200 177 302 424 424 456 536 
400 145 275 419 419 454 489 
The second peak stabilized at approximately 450°C for the three different particle 
sizes. Also, the third peak was not effected by the 200 and 60 mesh particle sizes. No third 
peak occurred for the 400 mesh particle size The absence of the third peak could be due to 
the small sample size that was used in the run (4 mg) compared to that used for the 60 mesh 
(20 mg) and 200 mesh (10 mg). When the particle size was smaller the sample mass was 
decreased to prevent ignition from occurring. From the data, it can be concluded that the first 
peak maximum is related to the particle size of the coal. The smaller particle size has a larger 
surface area and the evolution of gases occur at an earlier temperature. 
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Figure 32. MS plot for the combustion of 60 mesh sample of coal 33501. 
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Figure 32. MS plot for the combustion of 60 mesh sample of coal 33501. 
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Figure 32. MS plot for the combustion of 60 mesh sample of coal 33501. 
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C. Effect of Chlorine Content on the Evolution of HCI Under Isothermal 
Conditions 
1. TG-FTIR Analysis of Coals 
Dynamic heating has several advantages over isothermal heating. Utilizing dynamic 
heating requires less data analysis, use of a single sample, and the ability to calculate kinetics 
over an entire temperature range in a continuous manner. However, several difficulties arise 
from using dynamic heating instead of isothermal heating. The primary disadvantage of 
dynamic heating results from the inability to determine the sample reaction mechanism for a 
many samples. Therefore, by using an isothermal method then the samples activation energy 
and order of reaction can more effectively be determined. 
Figure 35 illustrates isothermal heating from 100°C to 600°C with a holding 
temperature of 10 minutes every 100°C for four British coals using air flow of 60 mL/min. 
It represents the formation of HCI over a wide temperature range in which the coals have 
similar HCI evolution patterns and two HCI peaks. The value of the first peak is higher than 
the second peak for each coal. The beginning time of HCI released for the coals is 
approximately 36 minutes (250°C) with an ending time of 70 minutes (500°C) except for coal 
33501 which evolved HCI over 88 minutes (600°C). The first peak maximum for the coal 
samples is at 300°C in the 10 minute holding time period. The second peak maximum 
occurred at 400°C in that holding time. The occurrence of two peaks indicates there are two 
mechanisms involved in the evolution of HCI from the coal. Since the coals were the same 
mesh size, it can also be concluded that the larger the maximum absorbance of the HCI then 
the higher the chlorine content in the coal. 
Figure 36 illustrates isothermal heating of three Illinois coals. It can be observed that 
the HCI release profiles are similar to the British HCI release profiles in that each has two 
Figure 35. FTIR HC1 release profile for British coals during isothermal heating. 
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Figure 36. FTIR HCI release profile for Illinois coals during isothermal heating. 
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peaks, except for coal 33873, which may be due to its lower chlorine content (0.16 %). 
However, the time of evolution for HCI from the Illinois coals is approximately 5-20 minutes 
shorter than the British coals, as shown in Figure 37 and Table 9. From the plot it can be 
observed that the first peak maximum occurs at approximately 44 minutes of holding time and 
the ending of HCI evolution occurs before 48 minutes of holding time. For both British and 
Illinois coals a large portion of the chlorine is evolved before the 48 minute holding time and 
the second peak is smaller than the first peak, as shown in Table 9. These correlations, along 
with the relationship of chlorine and absorbance for both types of coal indicate that the forms 
and distribution of chlorine for both types are similar. The major difference between British 
and Illinois coals is the evolution of HCI over a different time range. 
2. TG-MS Analysis of Coals 
Figure 38 represents the TGA plot for the combustion of 60 mesh coal 33501. The 
heating rate was 10°C per minute with a 60 minute isothermal time span occurring at 300°C. 
The extended time span on the TG was conducted to verify two peaks found with the TG-
FTIR technique. From the MS HCI release profile, as shown in Figure 39, it can be observed 
that the profile is similar to the FTIR profile for isothermal heating. Therefore, the TG-FTER 
results are verified using the TG-MS technique. The first HCI peak is probably due to chloride 
anions which are dissolved in the water located in the pores of the coal. This peak also 
coincides with the first water peak thus offering evidence that the first HCI evolution peak is 
associated with chloride anions dissolved in the water. The second HCI peak is due to 
chloride anions adsorbed on the inner surfaces of the micropores of the coal. Since the peak 
occurs at a higher temperature it may indicate that more energy is required for the evolution 
of this type of HCI which is consistent with the larger energy required to remove the chloride 
Figure 37. FTIR HC1 release profiles for Illinois coals compared to British 
coals during combustion. 
Table 9. Effect of Chlorine Content on the Evolution of HCI, as Measured by TG-FT IR , 
During Coal Combustion (Isothermal) 
Sample Chlorine Peak 1 Peak 2 
Content t i Tmin Tf Absorbance Ti Tmin Tf Absorbance 
% (min) (min) (min) (10E-3) (min) (min) (min) (10E-3) 
33501 0.89 36 44 60 19.3 60 66 86 4.4 
33502* 0.8 34 43 58 11 57 63 71 2.1 
33499 0.78 36 45 59 10.9 59 64 73 1.9 
33500 0.39 37 44 60 8.5 60 68 74 1.4 
33873 0.16 37 42 56 4.5 - - - -
33876 0.26 37 43 58 7 60 65 68 1 
33875 0 38 37 43 58 9 60 65 70 1.1 
Ti: Initial temperature of HCI evolution 
Tmax: Maximum temperature of HCI evolution 
Tf: Final temperature of HCI evolution 
* weighting factor was applied (1.3) due to small coal sample size 
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Figure 39. MS plot of the combustion of coal 33501 under isothermal conditions. 
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anions adsorbed on the inner surface of the micropores of the coal. Therefore, the TG-MS 
and TG-FTIR techniques allow the user a more effective approach for the initial 
determination of the mechanisms involved in the evolution of HCI from the combustion of 
coal. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
1. The use of a TG interfaced with a FTIR and a TG interfaced with a MS allows one 
the ability to more effectively investigate the volatiles discharged from coal 
combustion. 
2. There exists a good correlation between the chlorine content in the coal and the total 
amount of HCI evolved. 
3. Three peaks are determined from the evolution profiles in which the first two peaks 
are representative of the chloride ions associated with the hydrated coal matrix while 
the third peak is a result of inorganic chlorides in the coal. 
4. The major difference between the British and Illinois coals is the evolution of HCI 
occurring at a different temperature (time) range under the experimental conditions. 
5. The HCI evolution profiles for the varying mesh sizes of the coals indicate that the 
smaller mesh sized coal yields a first peak evolution at a lower temperature. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
For further study on the evolution of hydrogen chloride in coal, various ranks of coals 
should be investigated. Also, further analysis of the various constituents in the coal such as 
sulfur content, ash, etc., could be evaluated to investigate trends in relation to the hydrogen 
chloride evolution profiles. 
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